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SPECIFICATIONS

  

ARTICLE
Designation : Secunorm 500 cutter with short blade
Code bobet : 23806
Selling Unit : Unit

CHARACTERISTICS
SAFETY KNIFE WITH SEMI-AUTOMATIC BLADE SHRINK, FOR ALL COMMON CUTTING OPERATIONS

- Ambidextrous
- Aluminum handle 
- Automatic blade retraction : the blade will retract into the handle immediately after leaving the material being cut,
if the cursor is not held
- Take your thumb off the slider while cutting ! Maintaining the cursor after the start of the cut is not necessary
- Safe and quick blade changing 
- 2-times usable blade
- Lanyard hole
- Very abrasion resistant
- Ergonomic
- Soft-grip
- Ergonomic
- Thanks to the shortened blade, you avoid any contact with your products.
- The handle narrows at the tip so that the cutting point is always in view
- Cutting depth : 5 mm
- Cutter dimensions : 143x16x36 mm 
- Cutter weight : 72.5 g 
- Packaging: 10 pièces

COMPATIBLE BLADES :

* Code 9512 : Steel trapezoidal blade with big holes. Sharpening 18° for soft material.
Dimensions : L.54 x H.19 mm
Packed by cases of 10 blades.

* Code 15907 : Stainless-steel trapezoidal blade with big holes.
Dimensions : L.54 x H.19 mm, thickness 0.63 mm
Packed by cases of 10 blades.

* Code 23151 : Steel trapezoidal blade with rounded corners. Sharpening 18° for soft materials.
Dimensions : L.54 x H.19 mm
Packed by cases of 10 blades

* Code 23931: trapezoidal stainless-steel blade with rounded tip. Hardness 58.0 Hrc.
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Dimensions: L. 54 x H. 19.5 mm x 0.6 mm
Packaged in a case of 10 blades.

APPLICATION :
warehouse workers, receiving agents, handlers...

Main material that can be cut : cardboard (up to 3 splines)bags, stretch film, shrink wrapping, film and paper strips,
plastic strapping, thread, twine, adhesive, textile, felt, canvas...
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